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COMLUX COMPLETES ITS 11th VIP CABIN INTERIOR ON A BBJ
Comlux is pleased to announce that Comlux Completion, its Completion and Service Center
based in Indianapolis IN, accomplished their 11th VIP interior outfitting on a BBJ aircraft for a
private customer based in the Far East.
The luxurious cabin features at the front a spacious executive compartment, with four sets of
Club-4. Instead of the traditional Hi/Lo tables, there are large pull out tables with easily attachable
extensions newly designed and installed specifically for this aircraft. In the center section, a
private dining/conference room features a massive table surrounded by six executive style seats.
The overhead area portrays a grand ceiling dome with a handmade mother of pearl pattern.
Decorated with a similar ceiling dome, the master suite at the rear includes a tranquil master
bedroom and a spa-like private master lavatory. The entire aircraft has an infusion of an Asian
inspired atmosphere. There is a cohesive blend of contrasting color palettes achieved by the use
of supple white leather, rich warm mahogany veneer, plush taupe carpet, textured fabrics and
gold accents throughout- inspiring luxury and relaxation.
“We are very proud to have successfully delivered another beautiful nose-to-tail bespoke VIP
completion,” stated Arnaud Martin, COO of Comlux. “We have been “engineering luxury” on VIP
interiors since 2008, always keeping our customers wishes at heart and the technical performance
in mind. The interior of the BBJ was engineered to magnify weight performance at a total weight
of only 14400 lbs. We are fully prepared and up to speed for the arrival of the first ever BBJ Max
8 completion and our first ACJ320 Neo later this year.” Martin stated.
Comlux is one of the leaders in Business Aviation, Transaction and Completion services. For
over 15 years, we have been Engineering luxury for VIP customers looking for personal and
professional management of their private aviation needs: aircraft sales and acquisitions, aircraft
operations and charter management, cabin interiors, maintenance and upgrades. Headquartered
in Switzerland with a global presence around the world, Comlux delivers World-class Swiss-made
business aviation services at the highest standards of the industry.
Comlux | Engineering Luxury
For further details please contact marketing@comlux.com or visit us on www.comlux.com
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